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GAS RADIANT TUBES

TECHNICAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTALLATION
INSTALLER - USER

Installation - Maintenance - Use

Warning
The document accompanying each unit is meant for the installer and the user.
However, Chapters I - II - VII (paragraphs C, D, G & H) - IX - X - XI - XIII and appendix
1 are more especially meant for the user.These instructions must therefore be given to
him by the installer at the end of works. The document contains instructions for
installation and particularly what concerns gas and electricity connections as well as fume
ducts etc... Eventual subcontractors will therefore also have to receive the document, which
is available on request if some of them would be lacking.
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I – DESCRIPTION

RADIANT 21 , RADIANT 31 & RADIANT 51 are gas radiant heating appliances for non domestic
use comprising one single unit and an extraction fan for combustion products.
Gas burner is under the control of an ignition and safety box which provides ignition and flame
detection through ionisation current as well as the control of the extractor.
The latter ensures the flow of comburant air of the burner.

II - INSTALLATION REGULATIONS

General caution
The installation will have to be in compliance with the norms in force and be carried out according to
traditional rules by a skilled worker.
The installer will have to refer to the various existing official documents according to the different
stages that the installation will require (see appendix 1 page 20).

It will not be possible to grant any guarantee of compliance to the norms or to the regulation in force
in case of installation or use of these units in a foreign country, being member of the European Union
or not.
The appliance includes a flame furnace as well as a « spot heating » which is higher than 150° C.
Its installation in premises which run the risk of explosion is prohibited. For example : storages of
inflammable and/or volatil products such as paint or solvent, storage of combustible gas or in premises
where there are cereals or textile dust, wood shavings etc...
The use is also prohibited in all the premises where there are corrosive fumes, even if there are smal
quantities of them, whose combination with water vapour and/or combustion products will entail
abnormal deteriorations of the appliances. For example : chlorinated, sulfurous, ammonia or sodic
products and diverse acid products.
All the requirements of the present regulation concerning ventilation and purifying shall be respected.
RADIANT 21 , RADIANT 31 & RADIANT 51 are marked "CE multi-countries", however, because
of the national specificities in the countries of European Union, it is necessary to use, in these
countries, the models which are especially meant for them (please contact us).
GUARANTEE LIMITS
1)The guarantee covering these appliances applies only in case of a use in the heating of premises.
All use for other specific processes is excluded.
2) No guarantee will be granted for appliances installed outside premises or which generally speaking
will not have sufficient protection as regards humidity and bad weather.
3) No guarantee would be also granted in case the heaters are used in all the premises where there are
corrosive fumes, even if there are small quantities of them, whose combination with water vapour
and/or combustion products will entail abnormal deteriorations of the appliances. For example :
chlorinated, sulfurous, ammonia or sodic products and diverse acid products.
4) In the same way, there is no guarante if the heaters are handled in bad conditions or stocked without
any protection against shocks and/or bad weather.
5) If the instructions of the present document and more generally the traditional rules are not
respected, any guarantee will be excluded.
!"##Any modifications of the heater which are not authorized by the manufacturer as well as an
uncorrect use or a use which is not in compliance with the instructions will cancel the guarantee.
Any derogation will have to be the subject of a written agreement by the manufacturer.

OP Q51"R.#2"-.$
9$ S45T23"T"2=$
*$ U#1$
@$ V&3.53$
8$ /R."2"-.$545T23-05$$
B$ W5M45T2-3$
F$ W#0"#.2$2&(5
C$ D#.$5E23#T2-3$
X$ Y-.23-4$(-E$Figure n° 1
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III - PACKAGING

!"##RADIANT 21 radiant tube (see figure 2 )

!"2 steel emitting tubes (ø ext. 76.1mm, length 4400mm).

!"1 reflector in two parts of 2375mm length each.

!"1 carton containing :
- 1 burner unit (burner, ignition and security box).
- 1 extractor unit.
- 1 cast iron U-Bend.
- 1 electrical socket with 3 pins.
- 3 hanging supports.

$"##RADIANT 31 radiant tube (see figure 2)

!"1 emitting tube made of stainless steel (can be found through a notch on the U-Bend’s side)
to be mounted on burner’s side (diameter 101.6mm, hickness 1.5mm, length 5200mm).

!"1 steel emitting tube to be mounted on extractor’s side (ø ext. 101.6mm, thickness 2mm,
length 5200mm).

!"1 reflector in 2 parts of 2775mm length each.

!"1 carton containing :
- 1 burner unit (burner, ignition and security box).
- 1 extractor unit.
- 1 cast iron U-Bend.
- the electrical socket with 3 pins.
- 3 hanging supports.

%"##RADIANT 51 radiant tube (see figure 2bis)

!"1 emitting tube made of stainless steel(can be found through a notch on the U-Bend’s side)
to be mounted on burner’s side (diameter 101.6mm, thickness 1.5mm, length 5200mm).

!"1 steel emitting tube to be mounted on extractor’s side (ø ext. 101.6mm, thickness 2mm,
length 5200mm).

!"2 steel emitting tubes to be mounted on U-Bend’s side in line with the 2 first tubes
(ø ext. 101.6mm thickness 2mm, length 2515mm).

!"1 reflector in 3 parts of 2775mm length each.

!"1 carton containing :
- 1 burner unit (burner, ignition and security box).
- 1 extractor unit.
- 1 cast iron U-Bend.
- the electrical socket with 3 pins.
- 4 hanging supports.
- 2 connection sleeves.
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RADIANT 21

OP Q51"R.#2"-.$
9$ @$K"351$1&HH-321$
*$ Z<(5.0$
@$ *$35M45T2-31$
8$ *$4-K$25'H53#2&35$2&(51$$
B$ SE23#T2-3$(4-TL$
F$ V&3.53$(4-TL$

RADIANT 31/51

OP$ Q51"R.#2"-.$
9$ V&3.53$(4-TL$
*$ [2#".4511$12554$2&(5$
@$ %-K$25'H53#2&35$2&(5$
8$ \"35$1&HH-321$]@$M-3$\W@@)$8$M-3$\WB:^$
B$ Z<(5.0$
F$ W5M45T2-31$]*$H-&3$45$\W@@)$@$H-&3$45$\WB:^$$
C$ SE23#T2-3$(4-TL$
X$ *$1455_51$
A$ *$1G-32$4-K$25'H53#2&35$2&(51$

Nocht RADIANT 31 RADIANT 51

Nocht Radiant 51

Clips in opposition

Radiant 51

Radiant 31

Radiant 21

Figure n° 2 bis

Figure n° 2
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IV -APPLIANCE ASSEMBLY

WARNING: before any mounting, please take off the protection plastic film from
reflectors.
Caution : please check that nothing obstruct the emitting tubes.
a) RADIANT 21 radiant tubes (see figure 2)

Place the emitting tubes underneath the intended fixing point (on pins or cross pieces) on
suitable supports, so that they are 30cm from the ground and separated by about 23 cm along
their length, thrust block holes facing upwards.
2) Position the 3 wire supports ; one in the middle of the tubes and the other at the ends.
3) Through jointing mount the burner and the extractor unit on the same end of emitting tubes
(the burner unit must be found on the left of extractor unit) Through jointing mount the
U-Bend at the opposite end of the 2 functional blocks.
Important : the tubes must enter
- 80mm the inside of U-Bend.
- 80mm the inside of the foundry burner’s side.
- 80mm the inside of the foundry extractor’s side.

Tighten screws and immobilisation bolts of tubes by ensuring of the correct driving in the
oblong holes.
4) Position the 2 reflectors :
- reflector on U-Bend’s side must be fixed first (so below).
- reflectors have lights or holes on each end in order to be able to be fixed on U-Bend and
foundry. They must overlap in the middle of the appliance.
Caution : reflectors must remain free for their expansion. Do not block them through
any tightening.
b) RADIANT 31 radiant tube (figure 2)

1) Place the emitting tubes underneath the intended fixing point (on pins or cross pieces) on
suitable supports, so that they are 30cm from the ground and separated by about 23 cm along
their length, thrust block holes facing upwards.
Caution :
- Position the « STAINLESS STEEL » tube having 2 stopping holes on each end and a
notch on its inferior part used as a notch on U-Bend’s side.
- Position the « low temperature » steel tube on extractor’s side (does not have any
notch)

2) Position the 3 wire supports ; one in the middle of the tubes and the others at the ends.
3) Through jointing mount the burner and the extractor unit on the same end of emitting tubes
(the burner unit must be found on the left of extractor unit) Through jointing mount the
U-Bend at the opposite end of the 2 functional blocks.
Important : the tubes must enter.
- 100mm the inside of the U-Bend.
- 100mm the inside of the foundry on burner’s side.
- 100mm the inside of the foundry on extractor’s side.

Tighten screws and immobilisation bolts of tubes by ensuring of the correct driving in the
oblong holes.
4) Position the 2 reflectors :
- reflector on U-Bend’s side must be fixed first (so below).
- reflectors have lights or holes on each end in order to be able to be fixed on U-Bend and
foundry. They must overlap in the middle of the appliance.
Caution : reflectors must remain free for their expansion. Do not block them through
any tightening.
c) RADIANT 51 radiant tube (see figure 2bis)
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1) Place the emitting tubes underneath the intended fixing point (on pins or cross pieces) on
suitable supports, so that they are 30cm from the ground and separated by about 23 cm along
their length, thrust block holes facing upwards.
Caution :
- Position the « STAINLESS STEEL » tube on burner’s side containing 2 stopping holes
on each end and a notch on its inferior part used as a notch on burner’s side.
- Position the « low temperature » steel tube on extractor’s side (does not have any
notch)
- Position steel tubes length 2515mm on U-Bend’s side.

2) Position the 4 wire supports on emitting tubes ; 3 on the long tubes, one on the small tubes
on U-Bend’s side.
3) Through jointing, mount the burner unit and the extractor unit on the same end of long
emitting tubes (the burner unit must be found on the left of the extractor unit, see figure 2).
Through jointing, mount the connection sleeves and the U-Bend at the opposite end of the two
functional units.
Important : the tubes must enter :
- 100 mm the inside of the U-Bend.
- 100 mm the inside of connection sleeves.
- 100 mm the inside of the foundry on burner’s side.
- 100 mm the inside of the foundry on extractor’s side.
Tighten screws and immobilisation bolts of tubes by ensuring of the correct driving in the
oblong holes.
4) Position the three reflectors :
- the reflector on U-Bend’s side must be fixed first (so below).
- reflectors have lights and holes on each end in order to be able to be fixed on U-Bend and
foundry. They have to overlap in the middle of the appliance.
Caution : reflectors must remain free for their expansion. Do not block them through
any tightening.

V -TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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Radiant 21/Radiant 31/Radiant 51 regulation for various gas
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VI - DIMENSIONS

$ c$ V$ Y$ Q$ S$ b$ h$ d$
W#0"#.2*9 B:::$ 8BB:$ B8:$ *9B:$ *:B:$ *9:$ B:C$ 9*:$
W#0"#.2@9 BX::$ B@B:$ BBB$ *8::$ *B::$ *8B$ B*X$ 98F$
W#0"#.2B9 X@F:$ CA@:$ BBB$ *8::$ *BB:$ *C*$ B*X$ 9CX$

Figure n° 3
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VII – INSTALLATION

Before the installation, check the local conditions of gas distributions, the nature and the gas
pressure as well as the appliance regulation which is indicated on the appliance and on its
packing.
A) DESCRIPTION OF AN INSTALLATION (figure 4)

A heating installation with radiant tubes has to be carried out by a skilled installer and be
composed of :
- one or several radiant tubes
- a distribution gas network with connection on each unit.
-an evacuation device for combustion products, except if it is neither necessary or
compulsory.
- an electrical supply of each appliance.
- an electrical box, a box or a control panel with all safety units.
- a programming device (located in the control panel).
- a temperature regulation (with sensor resultant type).
- a device for low temperature regulation or for frost protection when the building is not
occupied.

- PRINCIPLE SCHEMA

OP$ Q51"R.#2"-.$
9$ U5.53#4$12-H$_#4_5$
*$ U#1$1&HH4=$
@$ V&3.53$
8$ SE23#T2-3$
B$ S45T23"T#4$1&HH4=$(&3.53$
#.0$5E23#T2-3$

F$ [5.1-3$
C$ ;-.-$*@:!$HG#15$.5&23#4$
5#32G$].5&23#4$(=$5#32G$155$
H#3#R3#HG5$D^$

X$ Y-.23-4$(-E$
A$ Y-..5E"-.$
9:$ D45E"(45$
99$ W50&T53$
9*$ D"4253$
9@$ !#4_5$
98$ W"R"0$2&(5$$

B) INSTALLATION CAUTIONS
Heights and mounting positions depend of the building structure and of the study
implantation.
The minimal recommended fixation heigth in relation to the ground and in the case of global
heating of a closed building if :
$ \W*9$ \W@9$ \WB9$
&.053$2&(51$M-3$#.$G-3"7-.2#4$G#.R".R$ @)F'$ 8)B'$ B>B'$
&.053$2&(51$M-3$#$K#44$G#.R".R$ @):$'$ @)B'$ 8>*'$
CAREFUL : refer to the rules in force.

Figure n° 4
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The appliance must be placed far away from unprotected flammable materials.
The minimum recommended distance is :
- 1,25 m downwards.
- 0,50 m upwards.
- 0,60 m laterally.
Furthermore, a thermal insulation is to be installed between the hanging support of the
appliance and the material on which it is fixed, in case this material should be of a flammable
nature.
PARTICULAR CASES :
1) During the installation of an appliance above an overhead crane, provide if necessary the
protection of the cran’s motor and of electrical equipments by the means of an insulating
sheet.
2) Avoid the installation of radiant tubes above bulky machines or stores which could prevent
the diffusion of radiation towards the workers or users.
3) In the presence of lifting ramps (vehicle repair workshops) care should be taken not to fit
the radiant tubes directly above these ramps. In fact, deterioration may occur to cars with
bodies or covers which could stay on the high position of the ramp.
4) In the case of a workshop including pits or hidden zones, we cannot guarantee in these
zones the same conditions of comfort as in the rest of premises.

C) HANGING OF THE APPLIANCE
Once the number and the positionning of the appliances has been determined, provide for
their horizontal adjustments, chains or cables of a convenient length fixed to the ceiling or
under brackets or specially made gantries between columns or against a wall.
Hanging accessories can be supplied as an option by ITALKERO (figure 5)

- HORIZONTAL OR WALL HANGING SUPPORTS

Horizontal hanging Wall hanging
careful : do not incline the appliance at more than 35°C

SAFETY INSUTRUCTIONS
Fixing points must be straight above the end supports of the appliance (figure 6). Radiant 21 &
Radiant 31 have 3 fixing points; the Radiant 51 has 4 fixing points .

Bad Bad

Good 40mm±10mm toward the U-bend

Figure n°5

Figure n° 6
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Very important : In all cases, the appliances must be fixed to their supports by a flexible
system so as to allow the expansion of the emitting tubes. However excessive oscillations will
have to be avoided.
Wall supports, supplied on request by ITALKERO take this instruction into account (figure 5)

Whatever the method of hanging, the appliance should have a slope of 40 mm in the direction
of the U-Bend (downward slope - figure 6).

Furthermore, in case of wall hanging, the incline of the appliance should not exceed 35° in
relation to the horizontal line, except in particular cases (figure 5)

D) EVACUATION OF COMBUSTION PRODUCTS
According to the type of building, to the insulation or to the airtightness of the building, there
are 3 possible solutions.

D1 – Unflued.
D2 - Individual fluing of each unit outside the building.
D3 - Appliances connected to a flue manifold system.
The following indications about the air renewal concern the good functionning of the
appliances. Do not forget also to take into account the rules concerning people leaving in the
heated premises.
D1 - UNFLUED
ITALKERO radiant tubes have a good combustion hygiene which has been controlled for the
CE mark. However, they can only be installed and used in well ventilated premises .
Radiant tubes can be installed without evacuation ducts for the combustion products within
the limits of the regulations in force. In that case, no modification has to be brought to the
units which are already equipped with a protection grille.
* However we draw your attention to the fact that combustion products emitted into the
atmosphere can preceptibly modify the humidity level depending on the air change rate of the
building.
If there is no external evacuation of the combustion products, air inlets in the premises must
be sufficient in order to ensure the correct functionning of the appliances and the dilution

of the combustion products must be in the order of 33 m3/h per installed kW.
It should be ensured that the combustion products do not come into contact with flammable
materials.
CAREFUL : refer to the rules in force.
D2 - INDIVIDUAL FLUED APPLIANCES
In this case, the appliance must be equipped with a connection piece to flue system, supplied
on request by ITALKERO

positionning of direct piece to flue

OP$ Q51"R.#2"-.$
9$ Q"35T2$T--.5E"-.$H"5T5$2-$M4&5$
i9:9$".253.#4$".$-3053$2-$35T5"_5$
2G5$&1&#4$H"H5$&150$".$5#3TG$
T-&.23=$

*$ c"3$1&HH4=$

Figure n° 8Figure n° 7
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VERY IMPORTANT : Refer to the rules in force.
- It is essential to take off the existing grille before fixing the connection part.
- The grille must not be used as a protection at the end of a fume duct.
- Air inlets must be sufficient in the premises in order to allow a good supply of the burner with air of

combustion. An air flow of at least 1,75 m3/h per installed kW.
SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS CONCERNING THE INDIVIDUAL EVACUATION DUCT :
- No reduction of diameter can be accepted after the connection piece.
- It must be made out of stainless steel or aluminium with smooth and rigid duct.
- The evacuation must be realized according to the norms in force in each concerned country.
- The pressure drop of the evacuation device measured at the end of the appliance must not exceed the
value indicated in the table.
- The duct must not include low point.
- Any accessory made out of plastic or PVC is absolutely prohibited.
$ W#0"#.2$*9$ W#0"#.2$@9$ W#0"#.2$B9$
D&'5$25'H53#2&35$ *@:PY$ *@:PY$ *@:PY$
!-4&'"T$M4-K$ C@'@JG$ 9:C'@JG$ 9FF'@JG$
;#11"T$M4-K$ B:LRJG$ C@LRJG$ 998LRJG$
;cj/$G5#2$4-11$ A`#$ *:`#$ B*`#$
Equivalent heat losses

∅X@$3"R"0$2&(5$ W#0"#.2$*9$ W#0"#.2$@9$ W#0"#.2$B9$
#$Z<V5.0$#2$A:P$ 9>*`#$ *>C`#$ F>A`#$
#$Z<V5.0$#2$8BP$ :>F`#$ 9>@B`#$ @>8B`#$
#$12#.0#30$G#2$#R#".12$3#".$ 9>*`#$ *>C`#$ F>A`#$
#$'5253$-M$3"R"0$0&T2$ :>F`#$ 9>@B`#$ @>8B`#$

D3 MANIFOLD FLUE SYSTEM
Very important :
The flow extracted on each appliance must be equivalent.
The installer will have to comply with the official texts of each country concerning mechanical
evacuation and will have to get information from the competent national organisations about :
1) how to balance the network.
2) the controls and the different securities to put into operation.

- PRINCIPLE SCHEMA

OP$ Q51"R.#2"-.$
9$ `"H5$T-445T25&3$
*$ [2-H$8$''J'$
@$ SE23#T2"-.$M#.$
8$ Y-.05.1#2"-.$
T-445T2-3$

The extracted flow, dilution included must be of (0°C -1013mbar).
W#0"#.2$*9$ W#0"#.2$@9$ W#0"#.2$B9$
FA@'@JG$ AA:'@JG$ 98XB'@JG$

It is necessary to take off the grille of flue outlet from the appliances and to replace it by a connection
piece (see Chapter D2).

Connect the top of the dilution piece to the collector with a flue tube and check that the connection of
this duct is made on the side of the main duct (collector) and not from below.
Place the dilution piece on the tube coming from the appliance and fix the 3 fixing parts by the means
of screws or rivets (see figure 10). Do not take off the screwed rod which is used as a thrust.

Figure n°9
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- Details for the connection on collector
OP$ Q51"R.#2"-.$
9$ Y-..5T2"-.$H"5T5$
*$ @$M"E".R$H#321$
@$ Q"4&2"-.$H"5T5$]kH2"-.$1&HH4"50$(=$
/2#4L53-$-.$35g&512^$

8$ Y-445T2-3$]'#".$0&T2^$T-..5T250$2-$
#$R5.53#4$5E23#T2"-.$M#.$

B$ [T35K550$3-0$2-$(5$L5H2$M-3$&15$
]&150$#1$#$2G3&12$(4-TL$-M$2G5$
5_#T&#2"-.$2&(5^$

F$ /M$.5T511#3=$0"#HG3#R'$]".$-3053$2-$
(#4#.T5$2G5$.52K-3L^$

C$ [T35K1$-3$3"_521$
X$ c4&'"."&'$2&(5$$
A$ D"E#2".R$H#321$
9:$ Q"4&2"-.$H"5T5$

E) GAS CONNECTION
Gas connection is 1/2"BSP.
In case of a gas distribution pressure higher than the standard nominal pressures (see table page

8), it is necessary to install a gas reducer fitted upstream of each appliance.
It is also recommended to place a gas filter upstream the reducer in order to avoid the
obstruction of the reducer through eventual calamines that can subsist in the pipes.
A certain flexibility must be left to the gas connection in order to allow a thermal expansion.
This can be obtained by including a stainless steel flexible (figure 11 below) or a connection made
out of tempered copper making a winding up of diameter 500mm at least. Immediately
upstream of this connection should be an insulation valve of ¼ type turn.
In all cases, the assembly of the different accessories should be carried out respecting the
following order :

OP$ Q51"R.#2"-.$
9$ /.1&4#2"-.$_#4_5$l$2&3.$

DJ;$9BJ*9$
*$ W50&T53$"M$.5T511#3=$
@$ Y-..5T2"-.$2-$2G5$

#HH4"#.T5$
8$ [2#".4511$12554$M45E"(45$
B$ U#1$M"4253$

F) ELECTRICAL CONNECTION (see figure 4 page 9)

The electrical connection is 230 volts between live and neutral + earth. The necessary starting
power is 115VA per appliance. No tension, even transitory, between neutral and earth can be
allowed.
In case of electrical installation without neutral (or neutral of bad quality), an insulation
transformer has to be foreseen in order to create an artificial neutral. For this, connect a pin of
the secondary transformer directly to the earth.
A connector male female with a thrust screw is supplied with the appliance. Respect the
indications of connexion written inside the connector and on the burner block front. It is the
same for the connector of the extractor block (see figure 12)

If the appliances are manually controlled, the switches (3A protection) must be placed either
within reach on a general control panel or close to each appliance. In all cases be sure that
there are no electromagnetic disturbance which would seriously affect the functionning and/or
the longevity of electronical components.
Careful : In no case should the electrical cable be located or stay on the reflectors or on
the functional blocks of the appliance.

Figure n° 10

Figure n° 11
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OP$ Q51"R.#2"-.$
9$ `G#15$
*$ O5&23#4$
@$ S#32G$
8$ \"35$H#11#R5$
B$ S45T23"T#4$T-..5T2"-.$-.$

M#.$'-2-3$R3-&H$HG#15$
.5&23#4$5#32G$

F$ D&15$

G) TEMPERATURE REGULATION
It is advised to foresee an automatic regulation according to the heating needs. A regulation
will be placed per premises or per zone. The regulation occurs either closed or open on the
electrical supply of appliances.
The regulation advised for all installations, whether for zones or global heating, is known as
resultant regulation, including a regulator and a black ball sensor which senses the energy
radiated from one or several appliances. It regulates the installation on the dry resultant
temperature, which is a better criteria of comfort than air temperature only. The regulator
includes a possibility of a low temperature regulation : for this it is necessary to use the dry
contact of a clock or a relay.
We advise to respect the instructions concerning the material and particularly :
- to position the sensor at about 1.5m from the ground between two appliances so that it
receives a homogeneous radiation,
- to insulate the sensor from the wall on which it can be found in order to avoid the cold
radiation of the wall through the interposition of an insulating material (glass wool, wood,
etc...),
- the connection between sensor and regulator must be made out of armoured cable or phone
cable, 2 pairs,
- the length of the connection sensor/regulator must not exceed 30 m,
- in any case, do not put these wires in the cable path which already contains many wires
carrying energy
- do not go beyond the resistance of 10 Ohms pe meter,
H) PROGRAMMING
The clock index shall be placed so as to activate the start up about 30 minutes before the
premises are occupied. The time lapse should be modified according to the inertia of the
building and to the external temperature.
In the case of a very low external temperature, it is advised not to stop the heating during
periods of inoccupation, but instead to simply reduce the temperature.
It is advised not to stop the heating during short interruptions in the use of premises.

VIII - SETTING UP

As trials for mechanical resistance of tightness and the cleaning of the gas network being
carried out :
- Clean the gas network.
- Check that electrical supply is correct.
- Check presence and correct state of the flue installation.

Connection on socket plug
CAUTION : do not reverse phase
and neutral.

PLUG

Figure n° 12
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FUNCTIONNING CYCLE
Appliances are regulated in factory and do not need any additional adjustment on site.
- As soon as the electrical supply is turned on, beginning of the pre-purge sequence of about
15 seconds (yellow and red control lamps light).
- Control of the negative pressure in the tube through differential pressure switch.
- When the negative pressure is sufficient, the ignition spark starts and the electromagnetic
gas valve opens.
(yellow lamp lights and red lamp turns on).
- When the sensor detects the flame, the ignition spark stops and the appliance functions as
long as it is supplied in gas and in electricity.
- If for whatever reason the flame is no longer detected, the electrovalve closes and the unit
goes to lockout, (yellow and red control lights turn on), then the appliance attempts an other
ignition and a second working cycle starts.
- In the event of a second ignition attempts without success, the unit again goes to lockout.
The ignition sequence can only start again if the electric supply is cut and reconnected some
seconds later.
- While operating, only the yellow control light stays on.
- In case of technical problem, refer to paragraph XI « Faults - possible causes ».

IX - MAINTENANCE

We recommend to check the appliance and the installation at least every year.
The checking must be made by skilled personnal. A maintenance contract is advised.
CAREFUL : refer to the rules in force.
Check that access conditions and minimum distances are respected.
List of necessary tools :
Brush, duster, paint brush, flue brush, vacuum cleaner, small case of electromechanical tools.
CAREFUL : INSULATE GAS AND ELECTRICITY BEFORE ANY MAINTENANCE
WORKS.
MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS
1) Emitting tubes :
Remove the dust with a metal brush from outside of the tubes, inspect inside by removing
from one end the functionnal block and from the other one the U-Bend (put a temporary tube
support).
The tubes must be cleaned inside if there is an appreciable layer of dust deposists. Use a flue
brush with an adapted diameter and an industrial vacuum cleaner.
Also remove inside of the U-Bend.
2) Reflector :
Inspect the state of the reflector and if necessary remove it for cleaning. The reflector can be
cleaned with a soft cloth and diluted detergent. If necessary use a non abrasive metal polish.
3) Extraction Turbine :
Check that it turns freely and remove with a brush any accumulation of deposits that may
exist on blades. Also remove dust from the fan volute.
4) Motor and cooling fan of motor axis :
Remove dust with compressed air.
5) Ignition and security box :
Remove the electrical plate and remove dust if necessary.
Check that the control contact of negative pressure occurs correctly.
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6) Gas tray set and mono-electrode :
- Remove the electrode mounting panel. disconnect the electric wires, inspect the electrode
brush it and change it if necessary. Control the gap which must be 4 mm.
- Disconnect the electric wires of the electrovalve.
- Take out the gas tray set by taking out the assembly screws on the face.
- Clean the injector, the burner and the burner head which must not be sooted up.
- Clean the electrovalve and regulator filters and the cartridge filter.
7) Connection of pressure switch :

OP$ Q51"R.#2"-.$
9$ `3511&35$H-1"2"-.$#"3$".452$
*$ O5R#2"_5$H3511&35$H-".2$-.$(&3.53$]R355.$T-4-3$
2&(5^$

8) Evacuation duct :
Check and clean the fume ducts according to the rules in force.
REPLACEMENT OF PARTS
1) Mono-electrode :
The electrode is accessible from the inside of the burner.
Dismantle the electrode carrier by unscrewing fixation screws. Change the set if necessary.
The gap between the electrode and the earth electrode must be 4 mm. The set must be at 10
mm +/- 3 mm before the burner’s head.
2) Burner and injector :
Open the top cover above the burner unit. Disconnect the electrode, lay the burner down,
unscrew the injector and change it if necessary. In case the injector is unscrewed, the joint has
to be changed.
3) Ignition and security box :
To take it out, take off the 4 fixation clips retaining it to the frontage panel, disconnect the
connector and disconnect the HT ignition wire.
4) Pressure switch :
The pressure switch is fixed on a plastic support ; disconnect and identify the cable terminals
before changing the pressure switch.
5) Fan Motor Group :
Unscrew the 2 screws holding the motor on the emitting tube.
In order to remove the turbines, unscrew with an Allen key the hollow six pans screws which
are fixed to the flat part of the motor axis.

X - GAS CHANGE

- The transformation of the appliance for the change of used gas must be carried out by a
skilled installer. (see table page 7 et 8 useable gas).

- The injector is the only piece to be changed in order to change from one gas to an other.
(see table page 8)

- The diameter of the injector is engraved in hundreth of mm
- The table of characteristics gives different diameters of injectors which have to be respected.
- The same table indicates the regulation values of the pressure at the injector which have to
be respected as well as the nominal supply pressure.
NOTA : A transformation kit is available on request

It includes : the adapted injector, the joint and the label of the gas nature indicating the new
adjustment (the label has to be sticked on the former one).

Figure n° 13
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Successive operations to be carried out : (see figure 14)

- Control the supply pressure of the appliance in function by the means of a manometer
connected to the pressure point n°1 (see table page 8 for minimal and maximal pressures).

- Then control the pressure on the pressure point n° 2
- Adjust the pressure at the injector by the means of a regulation screw n° 3 (see table page 8 for the
pressure by the injector according to the gas nature and the appliance type).

- Stick the label of gas nature.
(schema valid for valve 1021011)

OP$ Q51"R.#2"-.$
9$ [&HH4=$H3511&35$H-".2$
*$ /.f5T2-3$H3511&35$H-".2$
@$ /.f5T2-3$
8$ Y-'(".50$(4-TL$545T23-_#4_5$
B$ W5R&4#2-3$
F$ M"4253$

XI - FAULTS - POSSIBLE CAUSES – SOLUTIONS

Before any replacement of components internal to the appliances, be sure that :
1) the electrical supply of appliances is correct.
2) the gas is correctly supplied until the gas inlet of one or several appliances.

.$/%#*! 0)**"1%'!2$/*'*! *)%/#")3*!

2G5$'-2-3$0-51$.-2$3&.$
]350$#.0$=544-K$4#'H1$4"RG2$-.^$

/'H54453$f#''50$
;-2-3$15"750$&H$-3$M#"450$$$

(&3.2$M&15$

Y45#.$2G5$M#.$T#1".R$
Z.15"75$#.0J-3$TG#.R5$
TG#.R5$2G5$M&15$

2G5$'-2-3$2&3.1$$
]350$#.0$=544-K$T-.23-4$$
4#'H1$4"RG2$-.^$

(&2$2G5$#HH4"#.T5$0-51$.-2$"R."25$

Y4-RR50$TG5'.5=$$
D#&42=$'-2-3$$$

D-4050$-3$0"1T-..5T250$H3511&35$
1K"2TG$H"H51$

D#&42=$"R."="-.$(-E$
Q"32=$"'H54453$$$$$

YG5TL$<$Y45#3$
6-$(5$T45#.50$-3$TG#.R50$
W5H4#T5$2G5'$T-335T24=$$$$
$6-$(5$TG#.R50$

6-$(5$T45#.50$]T-'H351150$#"3^$

6G5$H3511&35$1K"2TG$K-3L1$T-335T24=$
(&2$2G535$#35$.-$1H#3L1$

$

Y3#TL50$545T23-05$
6--$("R$R#H$M-3$"R."2"-.$545T23-05$$

D#&42=$T-.23-4$(-E$

6-$(5$TG#.R50$
6-$(5$#0f&1250$]8$''^$

$
6-$(5$TG#.R50$

[H#3L1$-TT&3$(&2$2G5$(&3.53$"R."2"-.$
0-51$.-2$-TT&3>$

]=544-K$4#'H$4"RG21$-.)$350$4#'H$
4"RG21$-MM^$

D#&42=$545T23-_#4_5$
/R."2"-.$#.0$15T&3"2=$$(-E$
S45T23-05$-&2$-M$H-1"2"-.$
Q5M#&42$-M$R#1$1&HH4=$$$$$

6-$(5$TG#.R50$
6-$(5$TG#.R50$

6-$(5$35H-1"2"-..50$
Y45#.$M"4253$#.0$H"H51$$

/R."2"-.$-TT&31$(&2$2G5$#HH4"#.T5$
12-H1$#M253K#301$

$

D#&42=$M4#'5$T-.23-4$
$

"._531"-.$HG#15$.5&23#4$
D#&42=$"R."2"-.$(-E$

YG5TL$2G5$"-."1#2"-.$15.1-3$#.0$
545T23"T#4$T-..5T2"-.1$
$]-3$g&#4"2=$-M$.5&23#4^$
6-$(5$TG#.R50$

c(.-3'#4$.-"15$ V#04=$152$(&3.53$
D#.$"'H54453$3&((".R$$$

D#&42=$(#44$(5#3".R1$-M$'-2-3$

YG5TL$2G5$35R&4#2"-.$
6-$(5$35H-1"2"-..50$
YG#.R5$2G5$'-2-3$$

Figure n° 14
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INTERNAL ELECTRICAL SCHEMA

OP$ Q51"R.#2"-.$
9$ D&15$
*$ W50$4#'H$
@$ m544-K$4#'H$
8$ S45T23-_#4_5$
B$ `3511&35$[K"TG2$
F$ `#T23-4$
C$ [&HH4=$H4&R$
X$ /R."2"-.$#.0$"-."1#2"-.
A$ ;-2-3$1&HH4=$
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XII -EXCHANGE PIECES

1) Fan Motor Group

N° Designation Reference
10 Extraction turbine Ø 120 x 42

Ø 133 x 42
Radiant21
Radiant31
Radiant51

1026002
1026004

11 Motor cooling fan 1026001
12 Motor 60.2.50 M 1027011

2) Burner block

N° Designation Reference
1 Venturi Burner 0410029
2 Injector 2H/2L 20/25mbar

Injector 3B/P 28-30mbar et 3+ 37mbar

Radiant21
Radiant31
Radiant51

Radiant21
Radiant31
Radiant51

1019172
1019173
1019164

1019175
1019174
1019157

3 Electrovalve Tandem 830 1021011
4 Pressure switch WR22-WR33

WR50
1021208-69
1021208-49

5 Ignition and security box 8021101
6 Red lamp 1025113
7 Orange lamp 1025100
8 Electrode wire 1024107

3) Monoelectrode group 0412000

Figure n° 15
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4) Appliance reference

Radiant 31 Radiant 21

N° Designation Reference N° Designation Reference
1 Casting U-Bend 1001116 1 Casting U-Bend 1001113-1
2 Wire support Radiant 31 1203108 2 Wire support Radiant 21 1203116
3 STAINLESS STEEL emitting

tube
1030114 3 Emitting tube 1030001

4 Emitting tube 1030116 4 Emitting tube 1030001
5 Half reflector 1003213 5 Half reflector 1003212

Figure n° 17

Figure n° 18
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Radiant 51

N° Designation Reference
1 Casting U-Bend 1001116
2 Wire support WR51 1203101
3 STAINLESS STEEL emitting tube 1030114
4 Emitting tube 1030116
5 Half reflector 1003213
6 Short emitting tube 1030117
7 Connection sleeve 1219003

XIII - OPTIONS ON REQUEST

$"##Protection paint for emitting tubes (pot of 1 Kg).

Figure n° 18 bis
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Appendix n° 1

LIST OF OFFICIAL TEXTS (not exhaustive)

I) BUILDINGS RECEIVING PUBLIC

Order from 22nd October 1969
Concerns the ducts used by housings

Order from 2nd August 1977
Technical and security rules which can apply to installations of combustible gas and liquefied
hydrocarbures located inside housing buildings and their attached premises.

Sanitory rules of Departmental Type

Security rules against fire and panic inside buildings receiving public

NF C 15-100 Norm
Electrical installations with low voltage

NF D 35-302 Norm
Pipes and U-Bend fume made out of sheet metal

NF P 45-204 Norm
Gas installations (ex DTU n° 61.1)

NF P 51-201 Norms
Heating engineering works DTU N° 24.1)

NF P 51-701 Norms
Regulation and process for chemney calculation functionning with normal draught

II) INDUSTRIAL PREMISES

Working code

Installations classified for the environment protection

Organisations which have the power to interfere before, during and after the setting up
of appliances have to be consulted before the installation of the appliance in order to be
informed about the norms and rules in force.
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INSTRUCTION FOR USE

1.  Preliminary checks :

 - Heater is to be duly supplied and correctly adjusted for the distributed gas.

 - Connection to a 230V. 1 ph supply (0 volt between Neutral and Earth).

 - External controls set on heating requierment position.

 - « ON » (orange light) and « lockout » (red light) illuminated.

2.  Ignition sequence :

 - Pre-purge period (minimum 10 secs) : both light will be illuminated.

 - Ignition period (maximum 10 secs) : the « ON » light only will be illuminated.

 - The burner will then light and « ON » light will remain illuminated.

3.  Failure to light and solutions :

 - Should the burner failed to light during the ignition séquence = the red lockout will be

illuminated.

 - to reset switch off the main electrical supply for at least 30 secs - on restoration of supply the

ignition sequence will restart.

 -If the heater fails to tight after a number of attempt call a service  engeneer.

4.  Warning :

- Always switch off and disconnect electricity supply and close the gas valve before carrying

out any servicing work. The heater must be hearthed.

CE CAUTION !

The appliance must be installed according to the rules in force and be used only in a
CORRECTLY VENTILATED SPACE. Please dead the instructions before installing and
using the appliance. When carrying out maintanace works, the appliance must be put OUT OF
VOLTAGE AND INSULATED FROM GAS SUPPLY.                   10 10 411


